ABSTRACT Heterogeneity is one of the key features that characterizes the future generation of cellular networks, 5G and beyond. However, streaming high-quality bandwidth-hungry multimedia contents over bandwidth-constrained 5G heterogeneous networks (5G HetNets) involves various significant challenges, including long video start time, video start failures, frequent buffering and stalling, and low quality of experience (QoE). Traditional multimedia streaming technologies, however, do not pay attention to either the available network bandwidth or the interaction between content characteristics and resources. To reduce network strain and improve QoE, we propose ''Context-Aware Streaming over 5G HetNets (CASH)'' that allows us to achieve a tradeoff between content-context and network-context. The proposed CASH fundamentally works in a multi-step process. First, the CASH comes with an integrated architecture that includes a media server, a flow scheduler, and a single radio controller (SRC). The SRC and the user equipment (UE) of interest cooperatively prepare a metadata file that contains the network-context. Second, based on the metadata file, which can be accessed from the SRC in the media preparation server, we analyze and cluster the contents based on the content-context, e.g., the actual bitrate of each scene. The metadata file is then updated by adding the content-context information. Third, the flow scheduler basically controls the flow of the clusters of the contents in the server-push mode and conveys that to the appropriate radio access technology (RAT) conforming to the bitrate of the clusters and bandwidth delivered by RATs. Finally, the UE will aggregate the received packets and will play-back the content. We analytically show the validity of CASH. Also, extensive simulations are performed to demonstrate that CASH offers substantial performance improvements compared with exiting works in terms of peak data rate, latency, users' experiences, and spectral efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenal growth, more than twice each year, of mobile traffic introduced the issue of radio spectrum scarcity as one of the most crucial challenges that the fifth generation of mobile networks (5G) will struggle with. CISCO forecasts a mobile data traffic of 49 Exabytes per month by 2021 [1] and universal mobile telecommunications service (UMTS) predicts that the amount will be 351 Exabytes in 2025 [2] . Providing seamless and flawless mobile video services is one the most critical requirements of 5G, whereas over three-quarters, 78%, of the world's mobile data traffic will be video uploading/downloading by 2021 [1] . Therefore, the influx of such a tremendous flood of multimedia traffic would significantly slow down cellular networks. Moreover, there are many other requirements for the next generation such as increased capacity, improved data rate, decreased latency, reduced cost, and consistent QoE provision [3] that need to be taken into consideration.
It is obvious that the traditional macro-cellular networks are incapable of meeting a plethora of surging traffic demands. Therefore, it entails highly distributed networks to satisfy the anticipated capacity constraint. It was emphasized by Cooper [4] , the father of the cellular phone, in his position paper that: ''Our history, along with an understanding of the point (CoMP) was introduced in LTE Rel. 11 [12] , with three goals: improving coverage, cell edge data rate, and system spectrum efficiency. By applying CoMP, a number of transmitter and receiver elements can be coordinated to serve a user. It means that the user can send and receive data from one transmitter in one sub-frame and from another in the next sub-frame both in downlink and uplink. Consequently, with the help of CoMP in HetNets, multiple macro-and small-cells may cooperate to communicate with a user for one transmission [13] . The entire process is transparent to the UE and there is no need for a special configuration on the UE side.
However, particularly for multimedia services in HetNets, flexible resource allocation techniques are needed to be developed considering the limitations on both sides. On the network side, to obtain optimal throughput, ensuring fairness, and handle dynamic requirements of different data traffics, various metrics are important to be taken into account including spectral, energy and cost efficiency. On the other side, for multimedia services, startup time, video start failures, buffering and stalling, quality of the delivered content, and latency are the factors that are of vital importance.
To overcome the above-stated technical difficulties, this article aims to propose a multimedia streaming technique that allocates the resources according to both multimedia content-context and network-context, coined as CASH that is content-and network-context-aware streaming over 5G HetNets. In this technique, we consider explicit requirements of multimedia content and allocate resources accordingly. Context is ''any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity'' [14] . Based on the given definition, in this research, content-context refers to the content characteristics, e.g., scene complexity represented by scene bitrates, resolution, quality, etc. On the other side, network-context refers to the network throughput, delay, packet error rate, etc. Our proposed scenario thoroughly considers the characteristics of both the content and the networks in order to maintain a trade-off between the available network bandwidth and bitrate of different clusters of the content, and hence to improve system performance, resource utilization, and QoE. It is worth noting that we introduced the idea of content context-aware resource allocation for the very first time in moving picture experts group (MPEG) 109 th standardization meeting [15] - [17] .
The proposed CASH composed of an integrated architecture that consists of a SRC, a flow scheduler, and a media preparation server. In this system, the SRC acts as the intermediate node between UEs and core network (CN) [43] . The flow scheduler is placed between the media preparation server and CN. Moreover, we develop a QoE-driven strategy, which incorporates content real resource requirements of multiple multimedia applications into real-time network resource management on 5G HetNets.
To do that, we contribute the followings: First, with the help of UEs and SRC, we estimate the number and quality of available channels that different RATs provide to the UE of interest. This information i.e. network-context, are added to a metadata file. Second, according to the information stored in the metadata file, we analyze and cluster the content in the media preparation server. All information regarding the content and cluster's characteristics i.e. contentcontext, are added to the metadata file. The metadata file including the network-context and content-context information file is named as ''context analysis file (CAF)''. Third, we develop a flow scheduler that steers the content clusters to the corresponding RAT to be handed over to the UE. Through the CAF, the scheduler has the knowledge of both network-context (received from the media preparation server) and the content-context (received from the SRC).
We conducted a comprehensive simulation study to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework compared with the ''conventional video streaming'' and ''dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH)'' in terms of average number of handoff, average delay, average number of quality switching, average number of stalls, average peak signal-tonoise-ratio (PSNR), and average mean opinion score (MOS).
Our proposed CASH can be distinguished from the other related scenarios in the literature by its unique merits that can be stated in four aspects as follows:
• Resource utilization: CASH needs less bandwidth compared to conventional video streaming technologies since resources are allocated in an intelligent way based on the actual scenes demand.
• QoE improvement: CASH allocates higher bitrates to more complex video scenes, and thus improves QoE considerably.
• Compared to DASH, CASH needs much less storage whereas DASH makes a copy of the segments with different bitrate, and hence increases storage wastage. Moreover, whereas DASH is client-driven, CASH is server-push, which results in a reduced number of requests (message overhead) and reduced media latency.
• Compared to adaptive bitrate (ABR) streaming technologies, the proposed method reduces the bitrate switching, and thus decreases QoE degradation by quality changing frequently.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works and problem statement are described in Section II. Section III, presents the system and network model. The detailed description of the proposed CASH is provided in Section IV. Section V validates the derived results and analyzes the performance behaviors. Finally, Section VI, draws conclusions.
II. RELATED WORKS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In HetNets, in order to achieve optimal performance, ensuring fairness, as well as meeting dynamic traffic demands from various applications, flexible resource management is of vital importance. Different metrics need to be considered for resource management, such as quality of service (QoS) requirements, spectrum access, energy consumption, and cost [18] , particularly for bandwidth-intensive multimedia services that results in QoE degradation without specially designed resource allocation. There are many metrics that can have a non-negligible impact on QoE, such as long startup time, video start failures, frequent buffering/rebuffering and stalling, play-back errors, low quality video, quality oscillations, and playback delay. Such kinds of annoying issues need to be considered in resource allocation schemes especially for multimedia services.
Typically, every multimedia content composed of different scenes with different complexity in terms of bitrate. For example, the bitrate of a low motion (e.g. news) is relatively very low compared to a high motion video (e.g. automobile racing). Since the bitrate of multimedia contents is based on spatial and temporal complexity of the scenes, conventional video compression with the constant quality results in variable bit rate (VBR) [19] , [20] . However, transmission of multimedia contents as a continuous service requires a guaranteed bit rate (GBR) in order to achieve high QoE. The issue associated with this method is that the GBR is expedient for complex scenes with a high bitrate and for simple scenes with low bitrate, the allocated fixed bitrate may not be fully utilized.
The ABR streaming is the current technique for video streaming over the Internet [21] - [23] . In ABR, a video source files is encoded with multiple bitrates. Then every device based on its available bandwidth and resolutions requests for an appropriate bitrate that best fits for it. Although, ABR was proposed to be a prominent solution for buffering and stalling issues and provide seamless video services in a fluctuating network environment, it is dramatically involved with inconsistency in delivered video quality.
Then, in order to improve the ABR performance, DASH was proposed by MPEG, which provides suitable formats for streaming of segmented multimedia over HTTP [24] . In the client-driven DASH paradigm, based on the network fluctuations and CPU capacity, through adjusting buffering and stalling, DASH tries to provide seamless video playback. Clients may choose the video rate that is appropriate for their needs, based on the observed current throughput and feeds, measurement of content round trip time (RTT) between itself and the server, the screen size, and the resolution required through some interactions with the media origin server. DASH is adopted by many standardization and industry bodies, such as Microsoft Smooth Streaming [25] , Apple HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [26] , Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming [27] , Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) [28] , 3GPP [29] , Hybrid Broadcast Broadband Television (HbbTV) [30] , and many others.
However, DASH is involved with the issue of frequent video quality switching, which would lead to QoE degradation because of network fluctuations, especially when there is a big change in video quality (for instance from 4K to 360p). As a result, users may be unable to enjoy a smooth and constant video service experience. Some other frequent faults caused by DASH are: lack of control by service providers on VOLUME 6, 2018 client behavior, resource expiration announced by the client because of network failure or reconfiguration, ensuring quality switching due to mobile handoff (HO), message overhead due to excess of HTTP GET messages that clients need to send whenever any network changes occur, and many others [31] .
As a result, yet the efforts in the multimedia streaming area are not coherent with the users' expectations. The technical issues that the current multimedia streaming approaches are struggling such as long start-up time, frequent buffering/rebuffering stalls, play-back errors, and low quality, negatively affect the final QoE of the end-users. Low QoE results in users' dissatisfaction where a survey by Conviva proved that 75% of video viewers will stop watching a video within four minutes if the experience is poor [32] . It is all because of the fact that the trade-off between the explicit requirements of the multimedia contents and the available network resources is not taken into consideration while designing resource allocation approaches.
III. SYSTEM AND NETWORK MODEL
As an instance of 5G HetNets, we considered a time-slotted multi-RAT HetNet setting including M small cells within the coverage area of one macro-cell e.g. gNB (the next generation NodeB), as well as one WiFi access points (APs), as shown in Fig. 1 , for the purpose of research. Generally, a 5G HetNets is in the form of an integrated framework accounting different RATs including:
• gNB (next Generation NodeB), powerful BSs that cover large areas, i.e., 5G macro-BS.
• BTS (2G), NB (3G), and eNB (LTE/LTE-Advance/LTE-A Pro).
• HgNB (Home gNB), used for indoor applications, e.g., pico-cells in aircrafts.
• RN (Relay Node), used to extend the coverage of macro-cells at the cell edges and hot-spot areas. It is connected to Donor gNB without a separate backhaul. From the UE viewpoint, the RN will act as a BS, however, Donor gNB sees the relay nodes as a UE.
• DgNB (Donor gNB), as the modified version of evolved universal terrestrial access network (E-UTRAN), shares its radio resources for RNs as well as serves its own UEs.
• RRH (Remote Radio Head), operates as soft relay between UE and BSs through the wireline or wireless front-haul links.
• Satellite Technologies, for wide area coverage in Internet of Things (IoT) applications, e.g., vehicle tracking, or even to offload broadcast and multicast linear TV traffic from 5G [33] . For the purpose of brevity, different BSs are not distinguished but are collectively referred to as the BS when they are called in general throughout this paper.
The cell size is defined according to BSs' power, antenna position (indoor/outdoor), and the area environment [34] . Macro cells are assumed as coverage providers. Pico-and micro-cells are supposed to increase the network capacity in a crowded environment such as shopping malls, subway stations, etc. Femto-cells and WiFi may be used in a smaller network size such as home and offices. Femto-cells differ from pico-cells due to the deployment intention that are more autonomous. These kind of BSs are self-installed by the customers, but pico-cells are implemented by the operators. The radio parameters in femto-cells are locally determined, but in pico-cells it is planned centrally.
We assumed that N UEs may associate with a subset of M BSs, operating on non-overlapping frequency bands. Each UE may access a subset of BSs since they have a specific number of RATs. The BSs are indexed by m ∈ M and the UEs are indexed by n ∈ N . UEs are any device that has wireless communication capability, transceiver. It is assumed that all UEs have the traffic aggregation option.
We follow one of the interesting scenarios that has been considered in LTE Rel. 12, which enables the UEs equipped with multiple radio transceivers to receive control channels and/or data channels from multiple transmitters simultaneously. It is covered by two technologies i.e. the control-plane/user-plane split [35] and dual connectivity (DC) architecture [36] . As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the UE located at the edge of the office femto-cell has the capability to receive data from both the femto-cell and macro-cell simultaneously. The split bearer, as a particular form of DC, divides the traffic among the BSs. The macro-BS contains the packet data convergence protocol (PDCP) layer while the small-BS has its own radio link control (RLC), media access control (MAC), and physical (PHY) layers. The packets are sent to the UEs via both macro-BS directly or via the small BS according to the signal strength on the UE side. Macro and small BSs are connected through a non-ideal backhaul link [24] .
Another main component of our framework is the media origin server, which is employed to prepare multimedia contents. The server has got several functionalities including transcoding, encoding, clustering, encrypting, etc. It prepares and delivers multimedia contents with great efficiency and superior QoS. The content is encoded using scalable video coding (SVC) [37] , which will be composed of a sin- gle base layer (BL) and one or several enhancement layers (EL). The BL is compulsory to decode the content on the receiver side [38] . However, the ELs are used to improve the quality of the service. The number of ELs will be chosen according to the quality of the available channels that is indicated in CAF, which is received from the SRC. The SRC as an intermediate network entity is located between UEs and CN.
A flow scheduler is assumed to be another intermediate entity between the media origin server and the SRC. It has got unidirectional or bidirectional and point-to-point communication between the servers and the SRC. It expedites mechanisms for providing services that are contentcontext-awareness and network-context-awareness. The flow scheduler routes the appropriate cluster of the content to the corresponding RAT. It is done according to the information stored in CAF that is received from the SRC. The role of flow scheduler is similar to server and network assisted DASH (SAND) in DASH, which has been introduced by MPEG in ISO/IEC 23009-5:2017 [31] , to address resource allocation, congestion, and QoE signaling. The SRC may not be an independent entity that increases the cost of a network, rather it can be associated with the entities like BSs and mobile switching center (MSCs). In a similar way, the flow scheduler can be implemented on other network entities (i.e. the media origin server).
As stated above, for any communication between UEs and media servers, a CAF is exchanged between the UE and the server via the SRC and flow scheduler. As a manifest file, CAF is composed of both a network-context and contentcontext; network-context including: average throughput, buffer level, initial playout delay, request/response transactions, shared resources, packet error rate, and content-context including: program information (i.e. title, type), one adaptation set per video stream (i.e. content composition node and data on finding the clusters), format, resolution, quality, location (i.e. URL), and bitrate.
The next section expounds performance analysis of the proposed streaming system.
IV. CASH: CONTEXT-AWARE STREAMING OVER 5G HETNETS
In section II, we discussed the issues associated with the current streaming technologies. In order to overcome those issues, in this section, we explain our solution, CASH, which is a video streaming framework that allocates the resources in an intelligent manner based on the actual requirements of the contents and network characteristics. Fig. 2 illustrates the workflow of the proposed contextaware multimedia streaming over 5G HetNets, CASH. The UEs and SRC cooperatively evaluate the accessible channels provided by different RATs and prepare a CAF regarding the VOLUME 6, 2018 number and quality of the channels that are offered by different RATs to the UE. The flow scheduler and SRC exchange CAF to be aware of the network's conditions and the content's characteristics. This information exchange takes place at the PDCP layer in the macro BS [14] . Upon a request by the UE for a specific multimedia content, the corresponding CAF of the UE will be forwarded to the media preparation server where the content is stored. The media origin server is basically made up of multiple functionalities including transcoding, encoding, clustering and encrypting.
Using SVC, the whole content is encoded in one BL and several ELs. The number of ELs are determined according to the information received from the SRC. The better quality channels in the more number of RATs, the more number of ELs.
According to the number and quality of accessible channel provided by different RATs to the UE, the server clusters the content. Then, the server passes the clustered content to the flow scheduler. The adaptive modulator based on the number of bits allocated to each cluster chooses the modulation scheme and also, accordingly, the level of transmission power is adjusted. Then, the SRC will steer the cluster to the appropriate RAT. The received packets from different RATs are stored in the corresponding receiving buffer. Every group of pictures (GoP) period of a specific cluster is decoded according to the source block number information that is stored in the corresponding payload ID. In the case of late arrival packets with previous decoded GoP of different clusters, they will be discarded. According to the information in the network abstraction layer unit (NALU) header [39] , the packets are queued in the decoder buffer. If the BL of the corresponding ELs of a specific cluster is not received on time, all the ELs will be dropped. At the end, the player would start playing back the safe and in-order received packets.
As stated earlier, our aim is to utilize the network resources in the most efficient manner and to provide the best feasible service and improving QoE. In doing so, the proposed CASH consists of two phases: 1) Phase I: Flexible RAT selection based on networkcontext 2) Phase II: Content preparation based on content-context In the next subsections we describe each phase of CASH and related functionalities in details.
A. PHASE I: FLEXIBLE RAT SELECTION BASED ON NETWORK-CONTEXT
In this subsection, we explain and formulate different functionalities of the first phase of CASH in order to discover and select the best quality channels that are offered to UEs by the accessible RATs.
With the rapid growth and evolution of the mobile broadband, at the time of 5G appearance, the network will be much denser and complex where, each site will be multi-layer/multi-band/multi-mode. Different modes are stated as general packet ratio service (GSM)/UMTS/LTE-A Pro/5G/WiFi, while different layers are low and high frequency macro coverage layer, micro capacity layer, pico and femto layers, as well as WiFi hotspots. Such coexistence of several networks' modes enables the UEs to select the best RAT according to their capabilities. The physical interpretation of RATs' capabilities (i.e. radio resource such as time slots and code sequence), is based on the specific technologies implementation of the radio interface regardless of the used multiple access technology [40] . Hence, RAT capabilities may be stated in terms of effective or equivalent bandwidth that is provided to the UEs as well as delay, packet error rate, request-response transactions, etc.
Moreover, since UEs can be aware of channel conditions, user experience, and user device features [41] , it is in a unique position in enabling the multi-RAT system. In this situation, the SRC in cooperation with UEs will be able to prepare a CAF that includes almost the exact information about the available channels for the UEs in the coverage areas of the BSs. This leads to several advantages such as: improving resource utilization, providing consistent service, and simplifying multi-RAT interoperability and network management processes.
The UEs collect local information about each accessible RAT based on different factors such as spectral efficiency, data-rate, delay, signaling load, etc. BSs' transmitted power and traffic load have a non-negligible impact on the data-rate received by UEs. The signal power strength received by UE n at distance r from BS m is expressed as:
where P T m,n is the transmitted power from BS m to UE n, and G m,n is the channel gain. If the total interference power signal made by the adjacent cells is:
then, the signal-to-noise ratio (SINR) is calculated as:
where γ 2 is the noise power. Utilizing the Shannon's formula, the capacity yielded by an UE with bandwidth W is:
In the UE perspective, the best RAT is the one that provides the best services in terms of spectral efficiency (SE), latency and signaling load [42] . The level of power transmission of a BS and traffic load is the effective metrics on the UEs' received bitrate. In this context, the accessible BSs can be ranked according to the level of service efficiency that they provide to the UE as:
where S n is the demanded UE SE n as the ratio of the total bitrate received by UE n to the BW measured in [bps/Hz], and P T m is the total power of BS m that is providing service to the number of UEs, N m . According to the stated significances of the multi-RAT architecture, it fits well into the CASH scenario whereas the technology steers the traffic in a handled manner to various RATs. Moreover, it supports multiple connections with joint traffic splitting and aggregation for several RATs well.
Traditionally each RAT is end-to-end coupled, which leads to inefficient radio resource utilization. From the signaling point of view, system interoperability between various RATs is handled by the SRC, which is a unified controller network element for unified radio resource and traffic control, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The SRC is integrated with multiple functionalities including radio resource management, joint mobility management, and single non-access stratum (NAS). In CASH, the SRC plays an important role, whereas it is the intermediate entity between UEs and CN entities. The SRC and CN use unified interfaces as well as NAS.
In the case of handoff, the SRC changes the spectrum band of the RAT with the same NAS, thus in the CN's point of view, HO is not observable, and thus has no signaling delay. For implementation, the SRC can be implemented independently or it can be associated with RATs or other entities e.g. mobile management entity (MME), mobile switching station (MSC), or it can even be implemented on different devices in a distributed manner. The SRC acts as the coordinating entity between different RATs and has an interface with the network controllers of all the RAT involved, as shown in Fig. 3 , the UE and SRC may exchange NAS layer 3 (NAS/L3) signaling of 5G network through a gNB and exchange NAS/L3 signaling of LTE via an eNB. Such signaling is called as cross-RAT signaling inter-networking [43] . It enables UEs to connect to an optimal tier of a network in each of the supported RATs and inform the user about the best RAT according to its quality, congestion, and cost [14] .
In summary, the RAT selection procedure in CASH is as follows:
1) The UE of interest camps on a BS and exchanges NAS/L3 signaling relating to an MSC with an SRC. Means, the UE continuously checks the logical channels that are offered by BSs via a broadcasting control channel (BCCH) and a common control channel (CCCH). 2) The SRC manages radio resources of each RAT and forwards the UE's request to an MSC. 3) The MSC and the UE exchange NAS signaling to accomplish the process. 4) The MSC indicates SRC to assign a channel for the UE. 5) The SRC indicates the UE about a BS radio resource assignment information. 6) The UE collects and sends its local information to the SRC including:
• Channel status across various RATs.
• Spectral efficiency Real-time
• traffic condition • QoS of the received services from different RATs • Energy consumptions 7) The SRC prepares a metadata file including networkcontext and sends to the media preparation server. 8) The media server analysis and extracts the content's characteristics information and then appends the information to the CAF. 9) The media server clusters the content according CAF data. 10) The CAF is shared to the UE, SRC and the flow scheduler. 11) The SRC assigns UE-RAT association.
12) The UE maintains a channel to BSs based on the indicated resource data and asks for each cluster through corresponding RAT. 13) The flow scheduler steers the clusters to the appropriate RAT and starts streaming the content. 14) the UE starts traffic aggregation and plays back the content.
B. PHASE II: CONTENT PREPARATION BASED ON CONTENT-CONTEXT
In this subsection, we explain content preparation on the server side based on the content-context. At the end of this subsection, we also provide quality evaluation methodology that we have used to measure the performance of CASH. SVC-coded video contents can be communicated over multi-RAT HetNets whereas radio channels are jointly managed by the SRC to reduce network strain. SVC provides multi-layer and scalable video bitstreams including one non-scalable BL and several ELs. On the client side, even though some portions of the encoded bitstream are removed i.e. ELs, still valid bit streams can be formed by decoding BL only. It means, ELs are provided to enhance the temporal resolution (frame rate in frame per second unit, fps), the spatial resolution (screen size), or the quality in terms of signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of the content, however BL is the mandatory portion of the bit stream that must be received safely by the client [44] . In our scenario, the media preparation server using SVC encodes the content into one BL and several ELs. The number of ELs is decided based on the number and quality of the available channels indicated in CAF.
The HTTP server stores multimedia contents and delivers the segments of the content. Recently, video streaming over HTTP as an over-the-top (OTT) is getting plenty of attention because of several reasons such as; (1) the today Internet infrastructure is in that infrastructure evolution stage to support HTTP in the most efficient way, (2) HTTP is a firewall friendly approach in nature, (3) HTTP streaming schemes are client-driven in which the client's capabilities are taken into account [24] .
In CASH, the server splits the content into some segments in the form of chunks that can be delivered in one or several files. Moreover, for each content, a CAF describes a manifest of the multimedia content, the number and actual bitrate of clusters of the content, and other characteristics. The server then opts for the number and bitrate of the clusters according to the number and bandwidth of the channels that different RATs provide to the UE.
The CAF then will be sent to the UE. Through this metadata file, the UE will be aware of the content characteristics e.g. type, resolution, number of clusters, the actual bitrate required to receive each cluster, timing of each cluster (start time, duration, and end time), etc. Using this information, the UE requests each cluster of the content via the appropriate RAT and starts receiving the video by fetching the segments by HTTP GET requests. This is done by server-push instead of client-driven. In the so-called server-push method, in order to decrease request-related overhead [45] , the server starts a special frame called push-promise. At the time of receiving this frame, the UE does not send any other request for those content chunks until the responses are pushed to the UE completely. Then, the UE retrieves the response from its browser cache directly. This mechanism will reduce streaming latency as well.
To evaluate the efficiency of the multimedia streaming techniques, traditionally the quality of delivered content was evaluated in terms of PSNR or distortion rate as a QoS measurement scale. PSNR can be stated as the average of the corresponding assessments over all the frames [46] . The drawback of this measurement technique is that it does not consider the visual masking phenomenon. To alleviate this issue and increase the confidence, in this paper, we consider both PSNR and MOS.
PSNR evaluation [47] can be done in the form of distortion modeling as a continuous function of the stream rate or discrete values according to the number of safely received SVC layers. Thus, on the server side, PSNR as a linear function of bitrate is calculated as:
where B is the total bitrate of the content, which is equal to sum of the bitrate of the BL (b BL ) plus sum of the bitrate of the ELs (b EL ) (there may be several ELs or even no EL), and ( ) is the rate-distortion (R − D) model parameter, which is selected based on the spatial-temporal features of the content and the codec. On the UE side, based on the packet loss ratio in BL, b BL , PSNR of the received content is:
In wireless networks, because of the network fluctuations channels condition does not remain the same over time. Hence, packet loss cannot be prevented thoroughly and it is one of the common issues. Therefore, to obtain MOS various factors need to be considered such as frame rate F r , transmission rate T r , packet error rate E r because of handoff and poor channel quality, modulation η, and coding scheme σ :
where E r = 1 1+e η (SINR−σ ) , and the coefficients a 1 − a 5 are derived by a non-linear regression of the prediction model with a collection of MOS values as in [48] .
V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
We considered many different video streams to evaluate the performance of CASH over an instance of 5G HetNets, however in this paper just we report the results about three video contents. ''Transporter 2''. The lower part of the table, lists the network settings i.e. network context. We considered two small cells covered by a macro cell as well as one WiFi access point (AP). For simulation, we have used various coding and simulation tools including FFmpeg [49] , MPEG JSVM, EvalVid [50] , and NS2.
As an instance, Fig. 4 shows the bitrate of ''Blue Plant'' content with dramatic levels of motion activity and variations between the complexity of the scenes. Not only for this stream, but for the other contents as well, determination of GBR requires considering a trade-off between the required bandwidth and quality. The higher GBR results in the higher quality, however it squanders precious network resources, especially for low complex scenes. On the other hand, the lower GBR results in lower required bandwidth, though lower quality especially for high complex scenes.
In order to overcome the above-stated issues (i.e. wastage of network resource and QoE degradation), we categorize the content scenes based on their complexity and allocate a channel based on their actual requirements. Fig. 5 shows the scene clustering for Blue Planet content. The content is categorized into four clusters. The red cluster represents the simplest scenes while the blue cluster shows the most complex scenes having the most bitrate. On the server side, a cluster ID is assigned to the chunks that belong to the corresponding cluster. Fig. 6 presents CASH performance compared with conventional streaming and dynamic adaptive streaming i.e. MPEG-DASH, along six dimensions: average number of HOs, average delay, average quality switching, average stalls, average PSNR, average MOS. We supposed that conventional streaming and DASH are working in the same network with no vertical HO and they are operating in a single network. The average number of vertical HOs in the proposed CASH is high whereas it is working in the multi-RAT mode, as such for each cluster the UEs needs to handover to another BS vertically. The number of HOs is proportional with dramatic levels of VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 6. CASH performance compared with ''Conventional streaming'' and ''DASH'' for streaming of ''Blue Planet'' content. motion activity in the content, the more motion difference between the content's scenes, the more number of distinct cluster, and hence the more number of HOs. In order to come up with the issue of vertical HOs and guarantee QoE in CASH, we used our earlier QoE-driven handoff management presented in [46] . As stated above, opposite to DASH, CASH is a server-push system and hence low message overhead because of the less number of HTTP GET requests result in reduced content latency. DASH has the highest number of quality switching. It is due to the nature of quality adaptation in DASH, in which it needs frequent quality switching according to the network fluctuations. CASH has the lowest number of stalls compared to DASH and conventional streaming because of concurrent transmission of different clusters. From the figure, a correlation is salient between MOS and the other metrics i.e. delay, quality switching, stalls, and PSNR. The conventional streaming shows the lowest MOS. Quality switching in DASH results in QoE degradation especially when video quality changes dramatically. However, due to the method of context-aware bitrate allocation of CASH where high quality channels are assigned for complex scenes and low quality channels are reserved for simple scenes, there is no QoE degradation in CASH, as such most possible MOS can be obtained by CASH compared to the others. Fig. 7 shows the saved bandwidth by the CASH for three different video streams e.g. ''Blue Planet'', ''Sony Demo'', and ''Transporter 2''. It demonstrates the performance of the CASH well in terms of resource utilization. CASH needs less bandwidth considerably because it allocated bandwidth in an intelligent way based on the actual segments requirements. Whereas the enhanced video quality, more than 35dB, is out of human perception capability, either CBR and GBR selection to accommodate the maximum bitrate will result in the wastage of excess bitrate. Moreover, because CASH works in server-push mode and not client-pull, the message overhead is considerably reduced.
VI. CONCLUSION
This article presents the CASH a context-aware multimedia streaming scheme that enables high quality video streaming over 5G HetNets by maintaining a trade-off between the available network bandwidth and the actual bitrate of different scenes of video content. The CASH offers much better QoE performance in terms of PSNR and MOS compared to the conventional video streaming approaches and DASH, since it allocates the available resources based on content-context. In addition, the CASH enables us to achieve an enhanced network utilization in terms of saved bandwidth because the RAT of interest is nominated based on network-context. Based on a theoretical analysis and extensive simulation results, the paper concludes that the integrated framework of content-and network-context-aware resource allocation is an effective and smart approach for multimedia streaming over 5G HetNets.
